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Books shelved as gender-discrimination: The Left Hand of Darkness by Ursula K. Le Guin, For (shelved 1 time as
gender-discrimination) Rate this book.

Since the fiction category heading contains the largest number of titles by far, we further subdivided fiction
into its nineteen subcategories. We also control for investments in a given title based on the formats in which
that title appeared. First, we identified the largest publishing houses, the Big Five and large publishers, using a
list of publishers and imprints from Publishers Marketplace. Methods The growth of indie publishing creates
the opportunity for a natural experiment that allows us to differentiate between the behaviors of publishers and
authors or markets in contributing to gender discrimination and inequality in the book industry. The most
common form of gender discrimination, as shown in the example above, is discrimination against women. In
examining the gender price gap in publishing, this paper simultaneously draws from and contributes to our
larger understanding of gender discrimination and inequality. These patterns are reflected in scholarly
authorship, where from an achievement perspective men and women might be equal in raw number of
publications but women accrue less prestige and recognition [ 25 ]. Books published in hardcover format are
expected to have longer staying value than those published only as paperbacks or ebooks. We aggregated
entries by author and title and retained the maximum price, formats in which the book was published, first
publisher, and earliest publication date. Methods The growth of indie publishing creates the opportunity for a
natural experiment that allows us to differentiate between the behaviors of publishers and authors or markets
in contributing to gender discrimination and inequality in the book industry. Chelan hospital board fires CEO.
Prices reflect decisions about how much to invest in production, distribution, and marketing as well as
expectations about the audience for a book. Rospenda, K. They identify three main mechanisms driving
workplace inequality: 1 allocative discrimination, related to the differential sorting and matching of workers to
opportunities and organizations that offer different pay; 2 valuative discrimination, related to a differential
value placed on work characterized as typically male or female despite comparable skill and other
wage-related requirements; and 3 within-job discrimination, related to differences in pay and recognition for
the same job within the same organization. As an alternative venue for publishing, there is a certain amount of
stigma still attached to indie publishing, but this stigma has diminished as well-known authors have chosen to
go the indie route with both their backlists and new works and as success stories have proliferated. McIntyre 
If those genders and occupations switched, the majority would deem it unethical. In this paper, we examine
the differences in book prices for male and female authors and follow the well-worn path of examining how
much of the variance different sources of discrimination explain. For example, the materials for hardcover
books are more expensive than for softcover or e-books, and their greater bulk and weight make them more
expensive to distribute. In academia, seemingly objective constructions and evaluations of excellence
incorporate gender inequalities, whether by applying standards that are less likely to be met by less privileged
groups or less likely to be attributed to members of those groups by evaluators. Allocative discrimination may
also occur later in the employment relationship, at promotion into certain titles or departments or with
differential dismissal [ 11 ]. These efforts identified 13, traditional publishers and 86 self-publishing
companies. Data Availability: The data underlying the study are owned by a third-party organization, R.
Feminism can therefore be considered a form of sexism. Analysis Our natural experiment compares traditional
publishing with indie publishing in terms of: 1 the differential sorting of authors into genres allocative
discrimination , 2 the between-genre differences in the value placed on books as these relate to the gender
distribution of authors valuative discrimination , and 3 the gender differences in book prices within genres
within-job discrimination. Juluis Demps â€”Management Jacksonville University April, 1, American women
can vote, hold office, and they can work in a public work environment. In the past publishers and associated
gatekeepers determined the cultural value of a given book, set the price, and decided what would and would
not be published. This is difficult to determine, as the men who do the sexual harassment are not about to
shout it from the rooftops, and the women who suffer it often keep quiet because of the repercussions just
listed. We conclude that, with greater freedom, workers in the gig economy may be inclined to greater equality
but will largely replicate existing labor market segmentation and the lower valuation of female-typical work
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and of female workers.


